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Introduction
These are comments on the radiological impact assessment (RIA) released by Tokyo Electric
Power Company Holdings, Incorporated (TEPCO) on 17 November 2021. The Guidelines to
the assessment specify that public comments are due by December 18, 2021.
The Japanese government and TEPCO have created a false premise for plans to discharge
radioactive waste water into the Pacific Ocean from 2023. There is sufficient storage space on
both the Fukushima Daiichi site and the adjacent localities of Okuma and Futaba to provide
long term storage areas for existing and accumulating contaminated water. This was
acknowledged by TEPCO in 2018 and also by the Japanese government’s own Task Force in
their 2020 report.
In terms of the requirement to secure storage space for nuclear fuel debris and other nuclear
waste on the Fukushima Daiichi site, TEPCO’s Mid-Long Term road map or Strategic Plan,
lacks credibility. There are no prospects that nuclear spent fuel debris of any significant
amount, and certainly not the estimated 600-1100 tons, will be retrieved from reactors 1-3
within the coming decades, if ever. In the meantime, TEPCO’s failure to isolate this material
from the environment means groundwater contamination will continue indefinitely until a
new approach is applied. There is a uniquely hazardous medium and long term radiological
threat to the environment, including the Pacific Ocean, posed by the highly radioactive
wastes, in particular the debris reactor fuel, at the Fukushima Daiichi site. This threat will not
be resolved with the plans to discharge or with the current decommissioning plan. The
fundamental problems continue to be ignored by both TEPCO and the Japanese government.
The decommissioning plan for Fukushima Daiichi is not attainable, neither within the
timeframe of 2041-2051, or beyond and a return to pre-2011 accident conditions is not
possible. The Fukushima Daiichi site is and will remain for the long-term future a
permanently contaminated nuclear waste storage site. TEPCO and Japanese government
agencies have the wrong priorities and must embark on a comprehensive reassessment of the
entire decommissioning plan.
This summary and the full preliminary analysis submitted to TEPCO by Greenpeace East
Asia finds major flaws in TEPCO’s RIA. The very limited scope of TEPCO’s assessment
means that many of the wider, but relevant issues and their implications, are ignored. To this

end, TEPCO’s plans for the discharge of radioactive waste water into the Pacific Ocean
should be abandoned.

The report is not an Environmental Impact Assessment
The TEPCO draft RIA is not an environmental impact assessment (EIA) as required by the
1982 Law of the Sea Convention Article 206 of which Japan is a signatory. The RIA is only a
limited radiological assessment produced by the proponent of the polluting activity, TEPCO,
and it is not a full assessment of the potential effects of the proposed discharge on the marine
environment. There is no assessment of effects on ecosystems or cumulative effects over the
intended 30-year discharge or over the longer term when many of the radionuclides released
will persist. There is no assessment of alternatives to the discharge. The RIA does not
evaluate long-term uptake of tritium and other radionuclides on the marine environment,
including cumulative effects, trophic effects (effects through the marine food chain), and does
not evaluate the effects of organically bound tritium (OBT). It does not properly assess the
effects of the radiation on sediments and accumulation in those sediments and in biota living
in the sediments.

There are alternatives
The TEPCO RIA does not assess alternatives to the proposed discharge which would
minimize radiological releases into the environment. In particular continued storage on land
in tanks and the application of the Best Available Technology for processing radionuclides,
including in the ALPS and for tritium and carbon 14. TEPCO could acquire more land and
build more tanks, and the longer the tritium remains in tanks, the more it decays, with a
half-life of 12 years.
The processing or de-nitration of tritium to remove it from the tank water was only
superficially considered by the Japanese government, despite multiple offers of technology
supply that had the potential to be scaled up to meet the challenge at Fukushima. For
example, as Kurion’s chief technical officer said in 2015, “Kurion's system could remove the
tritium from 800,000 cubic meters of water so that only about a cubic meter of the radioactive
material remained.”1

The dumping of radioactive waste water will be illegal
States have the obligation to protect and preserve the marine environment under article 192 of
the Law of the Sea Convention.2 It is “every State’s obligation not to allow knowingly its
territory to be used for acts contrary to the rights of other States.”3 It follows that a largescale
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and deliberate discharge of radioactive waste waters, if they were to reach international
waters, State waters or both, would constitute a breach of Japan’s international legal
obligations. International law prohibits significant transboundary environmental harm, both
with respect to the territory of other States and to areas beyond national jurisdiction.
Article 194(2) of the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS)
requires that Japan as a signatory, “take all measures necessary to ensure that activities under
their jurisdiction or control are so conducted as not to cause damage by pollution to other
States and their environment, and that pollution arising from incidents or activities under their
jurisdiction or control does not spread beyond the areas where they exercise sovereign rights
in accordance with this Convention.”
Clearly, if TEPCO proceeds with the discharge of radioactive waste water over the coming
years, radioactive pollution will spread well beyond the 10km2 area assessed by TEPCO in
their RIA. Article 195 of UNCLOS requires that Japan as a signatory, “shall act so as not to
transfer, directly or indirectly, damage or hazards from one area to another or transform one
type of pollution into another.” TEPCO’s RIA fails to address this legal requirement.
The precautionary principle articulated in Principle 15 of the Rio Declaration as follows:
In order to protect the environment, the precautionary approach shall be widely
applied by States according to their capabilities. Where there are threats of serious or
irreversible damage, lack of full scientific certainty shall not be used as a reason for
postponing cost-effective measures to prevent environmental degradation.
The UNCLOS ITLOS Seabed Disputes Chamber recognizes the importance of applying the
precautionary principle within customary international law.4 However, TEPCO and the
Japanese government have completely ignored this approach. In conclusion, Japan’s
international legal obligation not to cause damage by pollution to the high seas as well as to
the waters of neighbouring States such as the Republic of Korea and the Peoples’ Republic of
China would be breached by the proposed discharges as detailed in the RIA.
Justification and Optimization – Ignored by TEPCO
TEPCO’s draft RIA fails to apply basic principles of radiation protection, as laid out by the
ICRP, for the population of Fukushima, neighbouring prefectures, as well as wider Japan and
internationally. A principle of justification requires that any decision that alters the radiation
exposure situation should do more good than harm; in other words, the introduction of a
radiation source should result in sufficient individual or societal benefit to offset the
detriment it causes. The opposition to any discharge into the environment from Fukushima
municipal assemblies, fisheries associations, and citizens reflects the reality that there are no
benefits to these communities.
TEPCO and the Japanese government have failed to apply and adopt new technology (storage
and processing, including for tritium and carbon-14, as well as advanced ALPS) that would
avoid discharge. Yet, the principle of optimization requires that the likelihood of incurring
exposures, the number of people exposed and the magnitude of their individual exposure
should all be kept as low as reasonably achievable, taking into account economic and societal
4
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factors.5 To keep radiation exposure to as low as reasonably achievable, would mean TEPCO
opting for long term tank storage and processing and no discharge.
TEPCO makes the case that the impact of the discharges will be minimal. But as the
European Commission scientific committee explains, “the justification process will require
an explicit demonstration of a net benefit…The fact that the doses arising from a practice
may be well below the public dose limit does not remove the requirement for justification or
optimization.”6
The decision of TEPCO and the Japanese government to deliberately increase the radiation
burden to the human population and the environment by discharging radioactive waste water
into the Pacific Ocean does not meet the radio-protection principles of justification or
optimization, and by doing so, TEPCO is compounding the violation of their human rights.7

Failure to consider the discharge plan in the context of overall decommissioning
TEPCO has failed to consider the much wider implications as they relate to the overall
decommissioning of the Fukushima Daiichi site. The current TEPCO Strategic
Plan/Mid-Long Term Roadmap is unachievable in the timeframe of 2041-2051 as currently
proposed. Greenpeace commissioned analysis in 2021 concluded that an alternative path is
desperately needed - a new approach that acknowledges the scale of the disaster and the
amount of nuclear contaminated material and land.8 Returning the site to greenfield is
unattainable and that instead it is acknowledged what in reality it already is – a nuclear waste
storage site.
The draft RIA does not consider the future radiological hazards that will arise from the
current approach to decommissioning. These include:
● The continued accumulation of contaminated ground water – which during the
coming decade are projected to exceed hundreds of thousands of cubic meters;
● The uncertainties in the operation of the frozen ice wall barrier,9 including the further
increase in groundwater entering the site;
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● The potential for future releases to the environment due to the failure to isolate
nuclear spent fuel debris from the environment, in particular groundwater;
TEPCO also fails to apply recommendations from the IAEA Guideline document, General
Safety Guide No. GSG-9, that calls for assessing additional radionuclides in the environment.
10
There is no evidence provided in the TEPCO draft RIA that any of these have been
considered, including the enormous risks posed by the nuclear spent fuel debris and their
on-going exposure to the environment. The radiological hazards at Fukushima Daiichi are
complex and enormous. The Fukushima contaminated water is a symptom not the root cause
of the crisis at the site. TEPCO’s plans for discharge the water to the Pacific Ocean do not
address these underlying issues.

Pre-existing radiological contamination resulting from the Fukushima Daiichi
disaster
The planned discharges will take place into an environment already contaminated with many
different radionuclides released as a result of the Fukushima Daiichi disaster. The
incorporation of long-lived radioactive elements into the cycle of ecosystems, means the
impacts of the disaster will last for decades and centuries. In the last decade many scientific
assessments have been conducted on the concentrations and behaviour of radioactivity in the
environment, including in marine coastal sediments and estuaries,11 but much remains to be
understood. In particular, there is a significant lack of research pertaining to species and
ecosystem impacts, as most research has focused on concentrations in specific marine
animals or in sediments. These do not, however, provide sufficient insight into the impacts of
these concentrations on species fitness nor a comprehensive understanding of how these
radionuclides behave in complex marine ecosystems. There is clear evidence of
concentrations of radioactive cesium in coastal sediments whose impacts on marine
eco-systems and organisms, including benthic species, has yet to be fully explored and is far
from understood. TEPCO makes no acknowledgement of this reality, and does not provide
any evidence that it has included this in its draft RIA.
In terms of public exposure, and in response to the March 2011 disaster, the Japanese
government has increased the maximum permitted dose to the general public in Fukushima
prefecture to 20mSv/y. This increase from the global recommended maximum of 1mSv/y, has
been widely condemned within Japan and internationally, including from United Nations
human rights Special Rapporteurs, and the UN Human Rights Council. The most recent
Universal Periodic Review (UPR) of Japan’s human rights in 2018 concluded that the
10
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government should, “Respect the rights of persons living in the area of Fukushima, in
particular of pregnant women and children, to the highest level of physical and mental health,
notably by restoring the allowable dose of radiation to the 1 mSv/year limit, and by a
continuing support to the evacuees and residents.”12 TEPCO has not even acknowledged
these higher levels of radiation exposure, including cumulative, that the people of Fukushima
are subjected to, including and in particular, those representative groups living in relative
proximity to the Fukushima Daiichi plant and referenced by TEPCO in the RIA.
Among the many uncertainties and for which there is currently no assessment as to their
long-term health impacts is public exposure to Cesium-rich Microparticles including through
respiration. There are currently no epidemiological studies of the health effects caused by
these particles and the number and distribution of CsMPs in the environment is not precisely
known.13
Evidence of the presence of CsMPs in the coastal marine environment of Fukushima and
other prefectures is also emerging, most recently in 2021.14 Again, TEPCO fail to
acknowledge these existing radiological hazards to the human population, including fishing
communities, or the wider ecosystem. The IAEA guideline also recommends a revision of the
RIA “if new exposure pathways need to be included.” 15 There is no indication that TEPCO
has considered these and other issues in its draft RIA.
On-going contamination of the Pacific Ocean
TEPCO does not include any assessment of the radiological releases to the Pacific Ocean that
have already occurred in 2011, during the past decade, or those on-going. The large-scale
inventory of radio-cesium in the upland forests and lakes of Fukushima prefecture, are, and
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will remain, an ongoing and long-term source of radio-cesium inputs into the Pacific Ocean.16
This persistent, slow-moving, vast stock of radioactivity in terrestrial and freshwater systems
presents a major hazard to both communities and non-human biota for the foreseeable future.
One consequence of down-stream migration of radionuclides is the contamination of
estuaries along the Fukushima coast. Due to the high nutrient inputs from rivers, and the fact
that estuaries are often sheltered from strong coastal currents, shellfish, and marine animals
use estuaries for food and as breeding grounds. Although some of the suspended
cesium-bearing particulates are deposited along riverbanks,17 a large portion of the
mineral-bound radio-cesium is discharged into marine estuaries18 and can then “easily
accumulate in marine biota”.19 TEPCO fails to explain or take account of any of these issues
in its draft RIA. The very narrow scope of the draft RIA selected by TEPCO and which only
considers impacts within a 10km2 area around the end of the proposed discharge point, is
clearly not justified.

Matters missing in the report
Secondary ALPs operation - The TEPCO RIA and discharge plans are based on the
successful operation of the ALPS in secondary processing of contaminated water. However,
the TEPCO RIA fails to explain the complexity and uncertainties in the secondary processing
and the implications if it is not successful, including for future arisings and storage of
contaminated water on the site.There are major uncertainties in the ultimate performance of
the ALPS during the coming years; 20 to this must be added TEPCO’s failure to stop
groundwater contamination. In addition to the 1.284 million cubic meters that currently is
stored in tanks, estimates of up to an additional 456,250 cubic meters could accumulate by
2030.21 All of this will need to be processed in ALPS. TEPCO’s RIA makes no mention of
this.

Tritium - The TEPCO RIA is significantly lacking in any analysis of tritium effects,
including the behaviour of Organically Bound Tritium (OBT). Tritium released from nuclear
power plants is almost entirely in the form of HTO, or tritiated water: a radioactive form of
16
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water.22 Only a few reports document the distribution of tritium in aquatic biota following
tritium releases from nuclear power plants and even less data are available on tritium that is
incorporated into organic matter. There are questions regarding the current uncertainty in the
relative effectiveness of a given radiation dose from tritium in the organic form compared to
tritium in the water form. If tritium is monitored in the organic form (OBT) as opposed to
water form (HTO) the biological effect of radiation doses from OBT may be underestimated.
23
With accumulation in sediments of the Hudson River in New York, bound tritium and
tritium in sediment water were significantly greater than the ambient water.24 This finding
could have implications for tritium from Fukushima water in marine sediments: tritium could
be organically bound, thus accumulating in sediment. Fish and invertebrates convert HTO to
OBT but they can also incorporate OBT taken up through ingestion. 25 This is compounded by
the hypothesis that the mussels can appear to bioaccumulate tritium due to its feeding
mechanisms.
Evidence from an environmental review has suggested that current estimates for the
radio-sensitivities of animals (and perhaps humans) to tritium are too low. This review
showed that radiosensitivities in free-living animals were an order of magnitude higher than
those predicted by conventional models which used laboratory animals:26 At higher levels of
exposure, tritium has been shown to cause reproductive and developmental problems and
genetic abnormalities in laboratory animals.27 A study of the impact of low doses of tritium
on the marine mussel28 found a dose-dependent increase in the response and HTO was shown
to be capable of inducing genetic damage in the haemocytes of these bivalves. The study also
showed that inorganic tritium accumulated differentially in mussel tissues in a
dose-dependent manner, with the gut accumulating the highest amount of radioactivity,
followed by the gill, mantle, muscle, foot and byssus thread.29 Levels of tritium measured in
fish and other aquatic life in areas receiving tritium inputs are often higher than predicted by
standard models.30
22
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The TEPCO RIA does not reflect the level of uncertainty within the scientific community
over the behavior of tritium in the environment, including dose factors. For example, the
Tritium Working Group of the IAEA program MODARIA (Modelling and Data for
Radiological Impact Assessment) noted in 2011 that there is insufficient data to test dynamic
or chronic tritium models for aquatic ecosystems and no experimental data on the
dynamics of OBT in fish with body weights larger than 100 grams (Melintescu et al.,
2011). “The results implied that increases in fish OBT were largely controlled by the specific
activity of the diet rather than the water. Kim et al. (2013) also found that the rate of OBT
uptake by fish tissues was faster when fish were exposed to OBT-spiked feed compared to
HTO. In addition, Jaeschke et al. (2011) reported that tritium from tritiated glycine
demonstrated greater accumulation and persistence in tissue of marine mussels compared to
tritium from tritiated water. In this particular case, all tissues demonstrated bio-accumulation
of tritium from both HTO and OBT.”31 TEPCO relies upon and cites ICRP in its dose
assessments, including for fish, when exposed to tritium. However, the reliability of ICRP
models has been questioned. “The final results, in terms of effective dose, assess the potential
dose increase from past deterministic recommendations of ICRP with an upper, conservative,
safe limit of 5 and a best estimate of 3. In practice, considering the low doses encountered
and lower RBE for carcinogenic effects, an increase in dose with a factor about 2 –3 from
actual ICRP recommendation, suffices for prospective dose assessment.” 32 TEPCO does not
even reference the latest ICRP report on this issue – from November 2018. 33

Carbon-14
If the contaminated water is discharged to the Pacific Ocean, all the C-14 will be released to
the environment, with a half-life of 5,730 years. Carbon-14 is a major contributor to the
global human collective dose.34,35 The relatively short half-lives of some of the isotopes point
to a possible alternative to discharge: continued storage. As an IAEA report notes, the
metabolism and kinetics of 14C in the human body follow those of ordinary carbon. It has
been found that accumulation of 14C in the human body via respiration is insignificant
compared with that from ingestion of contaminated food. In addition, 14C can be easily
concentrated in the food chain. Studies have shown concentration factors of 5000 for fish and
molluscs and 2000 for soil sediments.36 As the French Radio-protection and Nuclear Safety
31
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Institute, (IRSN) explains, “Carbon-14 is interesting from a radiobiological standpoint
because it is integrated in cellular components (proteins, nucleic acids), particularly cellular
DNA.37 The resulting DNA damage, involving molecular breaks, may lead to cell death or
induce potentially inheritable mutations.38 It is possible to treat water to remove carbon-14,
but this is not contemplated by TEPCO. The TEPCO RIA fails to assess and therefore explain
to the public the long term implications of releasing C-14 (or the other radionuclides) to the
environment.

Strontium-90
The contaminated tank water planned for discharge into the Pacific Ocean contains
strontium-90 (Sr-90), one of the most hazardous of radionuclides. Strontium's chemical
behaviour is similar to that of calcium, and it can accumulate in organisms, particularly in
bones.39 The Fukushima accident has been found to have raised levels of radioactive
strontium off the east coast of Japan by up to 100 times, with estimats ranging between 90
and 900 TBq (terabecquerels), raising levels by up to two orders of magnitude.40 The highest
concentrations were found to the north of the Kuroshio current, which acts as a barrier
preventing radioactive material from being carried to lower latitudes.41 Other studies have
shown that levels did not cause Sr-90 levels in fish dangerous to humans.42 Sr-90 has been
detected in waters near the Korean peninsula.43 The TEPCO RIA barely references Sr-90 and
does not explain the hazards releasing this radionuclide into the environment.
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